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Book Notes
Digital Copyright Law by Cameron Hutchison. Toronto: Irwin Law,
2016. 233 pp., $75.00 pb.
Cameron Hutchison's Digital CopyrightLaw aims to bring clarity to
a young area of law by offering a timely analysis of Canada's copyright
regime, surveying the settled law and providing aptly reasoned
guidance for future challenges.
It is appropriate to make a preliminary note regarding the style
and accessibility of Digital Copyright Law. The express goal of the
author is to "introduc[e]...the legal community and educated
laypersons [to] the full range of legal issues" surrounding digital
copyright law (at 8). Discussion of technological facts that give rise
to these legal issues is easy to understand without being so oversimplified that readers with technological backgrounds would be
skeptical of the analysis. Hutchison also avoids presupposition of
knowledge in the area of copyright law, consistently making clear
how digital copyright issues fit in the broader copyright law context.
In short, the work is broadly accessible despite its engagement with
legally and technologically complex concepts.
Digital Copyright Law is a survey of copyright issues that arise in
the digital space, tailored for the Canadian context. It does not claim
to be exhaustive in its analysis. As such, readers can expect the work
to serve as a useful starting point: a roadmap for navigating a relatively
new province of legal inquiry. The work's constituent parts largely
stand alone but are held together by three common threads. Readers
are invited to conceive of copyright as a policy tool for balancing
competing interests, namely authorial incentive, users' rights, and
dissemination of copyrighted works to the widest possible audience.
The legal issues discussed in each chapter are put in context relative
to those interests, creating a coherent whole out of a diverse collection
of concepts.
The book's first substantive chapter is a primer in statutory
interpretation, but with an emphasis on some unique interpretive
hurdles. For example, the challenge of "neutralizing digital facts" is
addressed (at 39-41). As new technologies are introduced, they can
add nuance to legal problems. Hutchison discusses the challenges
this nuance can pose to courts in situations where the application
of broad legal rules can lead to absurd and seemingly unjust results.
New fact scenarios stemming from new technologies need to be
"neutralized" to avoid that problem.
The second and most substantial chapter in Digital Copyright
Law is about the primary set of rights copyright holders have with
respect to their works, and the ways in which new technology has
created new legal problems. Of particular interest in this chapter is
the discussion of authors' economic rights, specifically the rights of
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reproduction, distribution, and exhaustion. Regarding the reproduction
right, Hutchison points out that the Supreme Court of Canada has
created an air of uncertainty surrounding what constitutes its
infringement (at 59-61). A compelling argument is made for a
purposive approach to interpreting the reproduction right, keeping
the perspective of the end-user in mind. The rights of distribution
and exhaustion, respectively, give a copyright holder a monopoly
right to distribute the subject content in Canada, and confer a related
right to the owners of tangible and legally purchased copyrighted
content to resell it on a secondary market. The right of exhaustion,
however, does not apply to intangible (i.e. digital) copies of copyrighted
content. This gives rise to the question of why buyers of digital copies
are handcuffed to their purchases where buyers of physical copies
have access to a secondary market in which they can sell what they
no longer use. Hutchison offers an explanation and points readers to
other authors who also tackle the subject (at 73ff).
The third chapter covers additional, "neighbouring" rights of
copyright holders. This portion of the book is largely a summary
of provisions in the Copyright Act (RSC 1985, c C-42) pertaining to
performers' rights, sound recording, equitable remuneration, broadcasts,
and collective management.
The fourth chapter is the sole disappointing chapter in Digital
Copyright Law. The single bright spot is a discussion of legal rules
pertaining to the propagation of open-source software via innovative
licensing regimes (at 112-14). The section is brief, but again,
Hutchison does not purport to offer a comprehensive analysis of any
given topic. The source of my disappointment is his cursory treatment
of copyright infringement in the fourth chapter. The book as a whole
does a good job of covering copyright infringement. The issue is
pervasive and arises in many different scenarios in the digital context.
It is appropriate to discuss infringement with respect to those specific
scenarios, and Hutchison does that throughout the book. Giving
copyright infringement its own section in the fourth chapter seems
more about providing discussion of infringement-related items that
do not fit neatly in the scenario-specific discussion elsewhere. With
all of this in mind, I still feel there was a missed opportunity to
address new developments in copyright infringement, where content
consumers (end-users) are relying on technical deficiencies in the law
to get away with what is, for all intents and purposes, copyright
infringement. Per Hutchison, when an end-user consumes copyrighted
content via a stream illegally made available by a web host, liability
will not attach to that end-user (at 72). However, when an end-user
consumes copyrighted content from a downloaded file illegally
obtained from a web host, liability will attach (at 57). In both cases,
an end-user is consuming copyrighted material without compensating
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the copyright holder, but the legal consequences are different. Given
(a) the pervasiveness of discussion in popular culture about copyright
infringement, particularly as it concerns end-users; (b) the ubiquity
of pleas from copyright holders to the public to abstain from
infringement; (c) the law's technical shortcomings; and (d)
Hutchison's own willingness, evidenced elsewhere in the book, to
make normative recommendations for principled ways to approach
digital copyright problems, it would have been a valuable discussion
to include.
The fifth chapter tackles issues surrounding technical protection
measures. These are ways in which copyright holders attempt to
protect themselves from copyright infringement. In the seventh
chapter, Hutchison focuses on internet intermediaries such as internet
service providers, data hosts, and search engines, and how they factor
into digital copyright. The eighth chapter aims to show how Canada's
digital copyright laws are related to, and line up with, international
regimes. Much of the chapter focuses on jurisdictional issues. For
instance, given the global nature of the internet and the acts of
copyright infringement it facilitates, how do courts decide where
infringement proceedings are held? Furthermore, since a single act of
infringement could take place across numerous jurisdictions, does
that mean it is appropriate to charge the perpetrator in each of those
jurisdictions? These questions are addressed in detail.
Hutchison addresses users' rights in the sixth chapter. The bulk
of the discussion relates to the "fair dealing" provisions in the
Copyright Act and the unique arguments they give rise to in the
digital context. For example, digitally previewing music generally
entails mass dissemination of portions of copyrighted content to
potential buyers. Does that dissemination trench on the protected
rights of copyright holders, or is it reasonable in the circumstances?
What about services that aggregate information from numerous
sources and present it to end-users? If my client starts a website that
aggregates housing listings, for example, are they liable for copyright
infringement? With so many web-based services trading on promises
of convenience and ease of access to information, these are important
issues to understand.
DigitalCopyrightLaw accomplishes what it sets out to do: to provide
analysis and commentary on current issues in digital copyright in an
accessible way. Hutchison offers enough to satisfy readers with passing
interest in the subject, to serve as quick reference for practitioners,
and to provide a roadmap for serious researchers. Readers interested
in a comprehensive analysis of a specific issue may need to look
elsewhere.
- Jeremy Barber
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Law, Debt, and Merchant Power: The Civil Courts of Eighteenth-Century
Halifax by James Muir. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2016.
282 pp., $70.00 hc.
In his book Law, Debt, and Merchant Power, Professor James Muir
presents an articulate, nuanced approach to the development of civil
procedure in Canada that ultimately succeeds in its progressive
analysis thanks to his methodical research and disciplined narrative
interpretation of eighteenth-century Halifax court systems. At its
best, Law, Debt, and Merchant Power captures the complexity of civil
procedure without sacrificing accessibility. At its worst, Muir's
description of the circumstances of specific historical litigants may
detract from the overall strength of his analysis.
Muir, a professor in the Department of History and Classics and
at the Faculty of Law at the University of Alberta, presents the history
of the development of civil courts in Halifax in the eighteenth century.
In the first study, which analyzes the scope of civil law procedures in
a common-law jurisdiction in the eighteenth century, Muir traces the
development of the court system in Halifax by "analysing the way in
which legal actions progressed through the system" (at 10) and
following the stories of multiple individuals throughout the book (at
10-11). The book comprises eight chapters, which provide the reader
with a comprehensive overview of the court system in eighteenthcentury Halifax, and two appendices, which offer detailed information
outlining the author's data collection and analytical techniques.
Law, Debt, and MerchantPower begins by delineating the origins of
the civil courts in Halifax. Muir tells the story of a dispute between
parties over a boat collision in 1749 that revealed the need for a civil
court in Halifax, and the subsequent development of the courts
throughout the remainder of the eighteenth century. In doing so, he
includes records of disputes and diaries left by litigants. Muir's synthesis
of a vast amount of data provides the reader with a clear picture of
how the civil courts in Halifax were developed to meet the needs of
its citizens. He concludes that "Halifax was a particularly litigious
society in the 1750s and 1760s" (at 22). With this in mind, Muir's
data collection provides an ideal source of information from which
Canada's current civil procedures can be traced.
The fourth chapter of the book is especially noteworthy as it
touches on a particularly timely issue. Titled "Avoiding Trial," the
chapter presents the different ways that legal actions were concluded
in eighteenth-century Halifax. It describes how, like today, trials were
"costly affairs" (at 68). It tells the story of how defendants' risk analyses
leading up to litigation illuminated legal processes, and how they were
integrated into the commercial and social makeup of eighteenthcentury Halifax. Muir traces the defendant's option to default, noting
that seeking a default judgment remains an option sought by plaintiffs
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in contemporary Canadian law. Numerous provincial rules of court
continue to provide for default judgments. Overall, Muir provides an
interesting account of the origin of the legal processes that shaped
the ways parties resolve legal disputes today, particularly in light of
the trend in dispute resolution toward settling disputes prior to trial,
and the increasing importance of conducting thorough risk analyses
in assessing whether to proceed to trial.
The reader is then turned to the processes that were followed in
going to trial, and how jury trials and arbitrations developed in Halifax.
Muir engages in a comparative analysis of jurors and arbitrators, and
demonstrates community members' desire to provide consistency in
their verdicts, both as jurors and arbitrators. The involvement of
community members as jurors and arbitrators in the eighteenth
century led to the existing notion of community involvement in
trials through the use of juries. Interestingly, the court system
developed in a way that encouraged repeat jurors and favoured
experienced jurors, as they could draw on previous trials and experience
to provide consistent verdicts to litigants. This was an important
aspect of the process to litigants, who sought consistency. As Muir
indicates, " [p] eople engaging in trade needed to have some sense that
if a dispute arose, the rules applied to determining the result would
be consistently applied" (at 119). Muir suggests that the consistency
that developed in jury trial verdicts may have contributed to the
particularly frequent use of juries in Halifax, compared to other
British North American jurisdictions at that time. He postulates the
social impact that the development of legal processes had on society,
given the relatively small population of eighteenth-century Halifax.
In general, Muir's account of how jury trials were shaped sheds light
on the social benefits of jury trials in the current Canadian legal
system: jurors are community members who make decisions that
ultimately impact the communities they live in. As Muir observes,
"[t]he decisions they made had to reflect not some idealized notion
of justice, but a very local, concrete sense of justice" (at 124).
Finally, Muir proceeds to trace the origins of judgment enforcement
and the eventual development of appellate courts. Through a persuasive
combination of data and narrative, Muir suggests that, unlike today,
enforcing judgments was not a contentious issue in the early days of
civil litigation. Parties frequently made private arrangements following
judgment to settle debts. This simplicity demonstrates the major
developments that have occurred in Canadian law, as enforcement of
judgments has become a particularly complicated area of law. In
addition, Muir chronicles the development of appellate courts in
Halifax, providing the reader with a basis for an understanding of the
traditional origins of the appeal process. These aspects remain present
in the current Canadian court system in instruments like the
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common law writs of error and certiorari.Muir's thorough analysis of
historical reasons for appeal, and the development of appellate courts
themselves, gives the reader a foundational understanding of the
origins of Canadian appellate court systems generally.
Law, Debt, and MerchantPower contributes new data to the historical
understanding of the development of the law of civil procedure in
Canada. Muir has collected an impressive amount of historical data
in order to reconstruct patterns of litigation in eighteenth-century
Halifax. Although the stories of individual litigants were at times
difficult to follow, Muir provides clarity by summarizing quantitative
data in tables throughout the book for reader reference. At the same
time, he maintains a qualitative account of the development of legal
processes. This sort of construction provides a more fulsome analysis
for the reader. Although this book may be predominantly of relevance
to legal history scholars, its critical examination of how the civil courts
developed in eighteenth-century Halifax makes it a worthwhile read
for anyone with an interest in legal history.
- Ashton Butler
A Quiet Evolution: The Emergence of Indigenous-Local Intergovernmental
Partnershipsin Canada by Christopher Alcantara & Jen Nelles. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2016. 142pp., $32.95 hc.
Alcantara and Nelles's A Quiet Evolution: The Emergence ofIndigenousLocal Intergovernmental Partnershipsin Canada is a glorious example
of social and political science interacting with the law. The authors
convey the complexity of this interaction by exploring the numerous
agreements that exist between Indigenous groups and local governments
across Canada. In A Quiet Evolution, they set out to answer two
questions (at 11): First, what types of agreements exist between
Indigenous communities and neighboring local governments? Second,
what factors explain the development of these agreements? Through
a thorough examination of secondary literature and outstanding
primary research (most notably extensive interviews with local
officials), the authors fully succeed in answering these questions in a
tightly wrapped package.
The first impressive thing about A Quiet Evolution is the depth of
research involved in its creation. Alcantara and Nelles contacted
2,262 municipalities and collected 332 formal agreements from them
(at 16), including 47 from Saskatchewan (at 17). In addition, they
individually interviewed leaders from across the country while
preparing four major case studies. This level of primary research adds
legitimacy to the authors' work and helps to make A Quiet Evolution a
fantastic guide for anybody that is interested in this area of law.
With the research behind them, Alcantara and Nelles explain six
different types of agreements that they encountered. These include
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agreements related to relationship building, decolonization, capacity
building, and jurisdictional negotiations which encompass service
agreements as well as joint management agreements. The authors'
description of these agreements aids in attuning the reader's mind
to the different ways that municipalities and Indigenous groups
can interact with each other. The authors also discuss a multitude of
real-life examples, which help to convey the impact that these
agreements have across Canada.
Next, Alcantara and Nelles provide a thorough analysis of their
findings. They conclude that 264 of the agreements they analyzed
originated after 2000, and that halfway through the 2010s 102
agreements have already been signed in this decade (at 25). This
means that the rate at which local and Indigenous governments are
interacting is increasing, illustrating exactly why A Quiet Evolution is
important. Every day, more and more Canadians are affected in
meaningful and exciting ways by dealings between Indigenous and
local governments.
The authors proceed to propose a theoretical framework for
analyzing and classifying agreements. They then utilize that framework
to study four sets of communities individually. Alcantara and Nelles
determine that the decision to enter into an agreement is largely
based on two factors: "[1] the capacity of actors to enter into such an
arrangement, and [2] their willingness to do so" (at 36). They suggest
that six considerations determine how willing and capable parties
are with regard to potential agreements. The factors, falling on a
spectrum from capacity to willingness, are (1) institutions, (2) resources,
(3) external intervention, (4) history and polarizing events, (5) imperative,
and (6) community capital (at 37ff). Alcantara and Nelles use these
factors to classify community relationships on a grid, with engagement
on the vertical axis and intensity on the horizontal axis. They classify
relationships (1) where both elements are high as "strong synergy"
relationships, (2) where both are low as "business as usual," (3) where
engagement is low but intensity is high as "agreement-centered," and
(4) where engagement is high but intensity is low as "in the loop" (at
49). This framework is interesting in and of itself, but the most
interesting part is that Alcantara and Nelles do not rank or order
relationship types in any way. They simply acknowledge that different
types of agreements and relationships all have their place, and that
what is right for one group may not be right for another. This
message is echoed throughout their work, and creates an unbiased,
genuine tone.
Alcantara and Nelles include four case studies, one for each of
the above-mentioned relationship types. This section of the book
spans eighty-two of 142 pages, but does not drag. The case studies
considered are drawn from "a broad range of spatial, demographic,
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cultural, political, economic, and social" backgrounds (at 52). As a result,
they are applicable in a wide variety of situations and demonstrate the
flexibility and comprehensiveness of the authors' analytical framework.
Each case study begins by laying out a profile of the communities
involved. The authors consider any agreements that already exist and
any other issues that may be relevant. Alcantara and Nelles then
apply their framework to each situation and look at how the six
capacity-willingness factors have led to the present agreement
between the parties. This is a very useful and informative approach
since the communities studied range widely in both structure and
history.
The first case study considered explores a "business as usual"
relationship between the City of Sault Ste. Marie and the band councils
of the Garden River and Batchewana First Nations in Ontario. It is
followed by discussion of a "strong synergy" relationship between
the Teslin Tlingit Council and the Village of Teslin in the Yukon, then
an "in the loop relationship" between the Champagne and Aishihik
First Nations and the Village of Haines Junction in the Yukon. Finally,
Alcantara and Nelles consider an "agreement-centered" relationship
between the Regional Municipality of Les Basques and the Malkcite
de Viger First Nation in Quebec. These examples provide a great deal
of insight into agreements that are otherwise not always publicly
available. They also illuminate the perspectives of local government
leaders. Reading these leaders' firsthand accounts of the development
of relationships in their communities is very informative, and helps
give the reader a sense of how local government agreements are
perceived in those communities themselves.
In summary, A Quiet Evolution provides a useful look at the
dealings of Indigenous groups and local governments while
simultaneously situating their relationships in the appropriate legal
and constitutional contexts. It provides a sense of what has happened
in past intergovernmental dealings, as well as what is currently taking
place, while also establishing a firm theoretical framework to analyze
the associated relationships. This balance of real-life occurrences and
theory offers a perspective on relationships between Indigenous and
local governments that is often overlooked by the media. Going
forward, A Quiet Evolution will surely provide a useful starting point
for future research, as Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities
continue to become more and more integrated at the local level.
- Thomas L. Fransoo
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CanadianPolicing in the 21st Century: A Frontline Officer on Challenges
and Changes by Robert Chrismas. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University
Press, 2013. 314 pp., $29.95 pb.
The title of this book is, at best, half correct. CanadianPolicing in
the 21st Century focuses both on policing in the twenty-first century
and, in some respects, policing in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries as well. The inclusion of discussion of a seemingly bygone
era of policing is employed effectively-and out of necessity-as a
means of examining how policing has changed and must continue to
change in the years to come. The book's subject matter lends itself
primarily to a police audience as it addresses its subject matter from
the perspective of a veteran police officer reflecting on his (at the time
of publication) twenty-eight years of law enforcement experience.
However, to state that this book would appeal or be of use only to
police officers would be to underestimate the value of the insight
provided. While a general readership may not find the work as relatable
as people in law enforcement, this work speaks a great deal about
issues that arise in many contexts, including: changing demographics
in the workplace (at 98), technological advancements and the
opportunities and issues they present (at 73), changing and
improving relationships with Indigenous peoples (at 134), and the
growing desire for transparency and accountability from the public
sector (at 194). To his credit, Robert Chrismas is able to present his
perspective on the challenges facing modern police services in an
accessible and engaging way by incorporating, and in some cases
contrasting, his own experiences with the assessments of other
academics and professionals in the field.
Far from bemoaning the loss of the "good old days" and engaging
in an exercise in nostalgia, Chrismas examines a broad array of
changes to policing throughout his career with an objective eye. He
notes the lessons that can be learned from those changes, and proposes
further changes or refinements which appear to attempt to strike a
balance between strategies that will enhance police effectiveness and
those that will reduce crime, instead of simply looking at what would
be easiest for police. For example, Chrismas suggests that while
targeting hotspots of criminal activity and deploying more police
resources in those areas may be effective, doing so could also
undermine public confidence in the police by creating a perception
that the police are being oppressive or engaging in racial profiling. He
instead proposes that greater community involvement by the police
is the way to go (at 239-40). Chrismas also examines why changes
from reactive models of policing to proactive models of policing have
been difficult to implement, suggesting that an ingrained resistance
to organizational change may be to blame (at 240), or that politicians
operating in four-year election cycles make implementing these
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changes, which have a high upfront cost and long gestation period,
impractical given the emphasis placed on immediate results (at 152).
At the beginning of the book, Chrismas references the nine
principles of policing set out by Sir Robert Peel (Peel was the British
Home Secretary responsible for establishing the London Metropolitan
Police Force) (at 6) and states that these principles remain relevant to
modern policing (at 7). Initially, I was underwhelmed by this
statement, as very little explicit reference is made to Peel's principles.
However, through the latter half of the book, the principles come to
the forefront and Chrismas relies on them with increasing regularity.
After finishing the book and reviewing the principles set out at the
beginning, I was surprised and impressed to see that he had structured
almost all of the discussion in the book around Peel's principles in a
subtle and understated fashion that managed to avoid seeming
tedious or overly repetitive. I found that Chrismas had quite capably
demonstrated that the principles are, indeed, relevant to modern
policing and that, even where explicit reference is not made to those
principles, their spirit is alive and well.
For example, Chrismas gives much weight to Peel's assertion that
"the police are the public and the public are the police" (at 6). Chrismas
references this principle in his discussion of the need for, and benefit
of, police services being representative of their communities, and
suggests that such an aim is consistent with this foundational
principle of policing (at 158). Chrismas is therefore critical of the
fact that, while they may be close in proportion to their percentage
of the general population of Canada, the numbers of First Nations,
Inuit, and M6tis police officers are not close in proportion to the
percentage of Indigenous people in the communities in which police
services operate (at 159). Chrismas draws upon the principle of
representativeness again in suggesting that the idea that the "police
are the community and the community are the police" is inherent in
the advent of police commissions and public oversight of police
action (at 198).
Chrismas frequently highlights the need for further research in
some areas. He references the lengthy reporting processes required
in modern policing and states that the Winnipeg Police Service
introduced direct voice entry to reduce that burden (at 56). He then
suggests that research should be conducted into determining whether
such programs have achieved the efficiencies they were implemented
to achieve (at 56-57). In a chapter on technological advancements,
Chrismas suggests that academics should explore retirements caused
by challenges created by advances in technology (at 73). In considering
where and how police resources can be utilized most effectively in
employing new technologies, Chrismas states that there are "potential
research opportunities in the use and effectiveness of analysis and
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the related outcomes of analytical resource allocation in policing" (at
89). In addressing the apparently cyclical nature of police services
centralizing and decentralizing their operations over the years,
Chrismas suggests that further research may be conducted on whether
the premise that underlies transitions toward centralization, that
different units within the police service communicate more effectively
when they are located in the same building, is a valid one (at 232).
He does state, anecdotally, that his experience leads him to conclude
that it is valid (at 232).
The true strength of this book lies in Chrismas's ability to explore
a broad array of issues related to policing, consider the myriad
proposals that have been advanced to address each, and advocate for
changes supported both by his personal experience of those issues
and available social science evidence. The book strongly focuses on
the need for community-oriented policing and crime prevention
strategies that engage multiple agencies to attack the root causes of
crime, rather than simply addressing the symptoms and results of
crime. Robert Chrismas has both the professional experience and the
academic background to back up his proposals, and his book makes a
compelling case for continued refinement and changes to policing.
- John Mansbridge
Putting the State on Trial: The Policing of Protest during the G20 Summit
edited by Margaret E. Beare, Nathalie Des Rosiers & Abigail C. Deshman.
Vancouver: UBC Press, 2015. 396 pp., $32.95 pb.
Putting the State on Trial is an amalgamation of perspectives,
penned by differing authors, that provide a critical analysis of the
civil unrest that took place during the G20 Summit held in Toronto
in the summer of 2010. The ultimate goal of the book is to provide
notice to the public and state decision makers of the need to reassess
the role of policing in protests.
The book's introduction provides the foundational knowledge
required to understand the role that protests have historically
played in Canada. The central theme of this introduction, as well as
the rest of the book, is a challenge to the reader to consider the
political motivations of the state in recharacterizing a protest as a riot
requiring assertive police intervention. The examples provided in the
introduction by Beare and Des Rosiers illuminate the fact that
aggressive police reaction to protests, even those with isolated
incidents of violence, is not a novel occurrence in Canada.
The first part of the book attempts to establish the predictability of
the sort of mass arrests and abuses of police power that characterized
the G20 summit. The discussion begins with an articulation of the
roots of the anti-globalization movement (at 25-29) and the global
transformation of policing, where a militarized approach for those
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deemed unpredictable or uncooperative is followed (at 46). Author
Kent Roach expands on this section by arguing that abuses of power
remain unrestrained as a result of accountability gaps in Canadian
law enforcement (at 65), which are troubling in a post-9/11 world
where fear of terrorism has encouraged clandestine state action.
Following this, Deshman and Des Rosiers provide a much-needed
change of pace, where the role of the Canadian Civil Liberties
Association ("CCLA") in the tumultuous months preceding the
G20 is studied. This account allows the reader to view the G20 as
experienced by a stakeholder, and understand the complexities
involved in attempting to mitigate anticipated abuses of power by the
state and law enforcement (at 84).
The second part of the book more closely examines the events
that unfolded at the G20. It begins with an assessment of new-age
technologies that police employed to surveil G20 protestors, as well
as the role of "citizen surveillance" (at 127). Citizen surveillance, also
described as "inverse surveillance," refers to the means and methods
through which citizens record high-ranking officials and engage in
their own accountability measures. G20 law enforcement sought to
curtail these sorts of measures (at 138-40). The authors argue that the
transnationalization of policing and the integrated security networks
deployed by law enforcement officials at the summit compounded
failures of accountability and blurred requirements for law enforcement
professionalism (at 150). Among the remaining chapters of the
second part, Howard F. Morton's investigation of street checks,
otherwise known as carding, is the most fascinating. He argues that
street checks are highly discriminatory in nature and create a repository
of law-abiding citizens' personal information (at 177). As such, he
urges changes, either through modification of police policy or as a
result of public involvement (at 190-93).
The third part of Putting the State on Trial, focusing on what can
be learned following the events at the G20, begins with perhaps the
most interesting chapter of the book. Paul Burstein investigates jury
nullification, which is the power of juries to find a defendant not
guilty of a crime though its elements are met (at 242). Burstein argues
that jury nullification can be an important tool of political engagement
(at 249-52). He suggests several frameworks whereby jury nullification
can be effectively utilized as a means to engage the public conscience
(at 254-59).
Continuing this part, in an analysis more holistic in scope, Julian
Falconer and Meaghan Daniel evaluate police behaviour in light of
the public trust. They provide us with stimulating individual
accounts of breaches of trust. These accounts include the stories of
Robert Dziekanski, a Polish man killed by police at the Vancouver
Airport (at 271); Adam Nobody, a protestor severely assaulted by
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police at the G20 summit protests (at 272); and Tyceer Abouhassan, a
blind doctor assaulted by a police officer in Windsor, Ontario (at
277). There is no doubt that the third part of the book is the most
engaging to the reader. In a manner similar to the chapter describing
the role of the CCLA, it is bolstered by Ian Urquhart's illustration of
the function performed by the four major Toronto newspapers
throughout the G20, and their tacit unanimity in ultimately reporting
civil rights abuses. Urquhart's chapter, as well as the chapter on the
CCLA, suggest that Putting the State on Trial would have benefited
from further insider accounts, especially those from state and police
actors.
The book ultimately ends with a focus on the future of protests in
Canada, and suggests more investigation, clarity, and accountability
are required. This is an assertion that is none too controversial.
Overall, Putting the State on Trial is often gripping. It is a powerful
exploration of the realities facing protestors and members of the
public who oppose aggressive state action in exercising their freedom
of expression and association. The most interesting chapters of the
book are those demonstrating the perspectives of individual stakeholders
and actors, taking readers on a shared journey. Nevertheless, while
this book is a must-read for anyone interested in the assessment of
policing of public spectacles, it was occasionally repetitive, which
may be expected of an edited collection compiling the works of
various authors. A more balanced approach could have limited this
repetition and provided readers with additional state and police
perspectives, which would have been valuable in allowing them to
reach their own conclusions.
- Ahmed Mudathir
Uncertain Accommodation: Aboriginal Identity and Group Rights in the
Supreme Courtof Canadaby Dimitrios Panagos. Vancouver: UBC Press,
2016. 176 pp., $27.95 pb.
Aboriginal rights were officially recognized in s. 35 of the
Canadian constitution in 1982. While this was a great victory for
Aboriginal peoples and their advocates, there has since been significant
controversy over what the phrase "Aboriginal rights" should entail.
Few people seem happy with the current state of affairs, but there is
an accompanying lack of consensus as to what is wrong and how it
should be fixed. In Uncertain Accommodation: Aboriginal Identity and
Group Rights in the Supreme Court of Canada, Dimitrios Panagos
provides his insights on this extensive and controversial debate. He
seeks to identify where the train of thought, regarding what meaning
should be attributed to Aboriginal rights, "went off the rails" (at 7).
In doing so, Panagos contributes to "the conversation about how to
get it back on track" (at 7).
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Panagos approaches this nuanced and complex subject in a
captivating manner, providing readers with a condensed but
comprehensive perspective on one of the most significant current
issues in Canadian jurisprudence. There has been considerable
disapproval of the Supreme Court of Canada's approach in defining
Aboriginal rights. Uncertain Accommodation adds to this mounting
criticism, but distinguishes itself by focusing on the Court's problematic
decision to connect Aboriginal rights to the broader concept of
aboriginality.
While Uncertain Accommodation focuses on providing legal analysis
on an important legal topic, and thus may be most relevant to legal
scholars and academics, Panagos devotes several chapters to the
establishment of historical context and the discussion of motivations
behind different approaches used to conceptualize aboriginality. This
framework, and the debate surrounding the meaning of aboriginality,
ensure that Uncertain Accommodation will be of interest to a larger
subset of the Canadian audience.
Panagos argues that the Supreme Court of Canada's decision to
make Aboriginal rights about aboriginality and the protection of
Aboriginal peoples' collective identities significantly departs from
approaches advocated for by Aboriginal representatives (at 32-33).
Panagos contends that given the numerous meanings attributable to
aboriginality, the Court's decision to "shackl[e] Aboriginal rights
to... collective identity" is questionable, and largely to blame for
subsequent problems (at 33). This idea is the major theme of the
book and is convincingly and strategically reiterated throughout.
One strength of Uncertain Accommodation is Panagos's use of
extensive and diverse materials to explore the issue at hand. The
book begins with an examination of the historical context and
legal framework of s. 35. Relying heavily on jurisprudence and
corresponding legal commentary, this background section neatly
sets the stage for the following analysis. The subsequent chapters
employ academic debates to outline different approaches used to
conceptualize aboriginality. By analyzing the drawbacks of these
approaches, Panagos convincingly argues that traits-based approaches
create and facilitate significant "real-world costs," including the
marginalization of vulnerable groups (at 56). Because of this, relational
approaches are preferable.
Panagos then turns to the scholarly literature on Aboriginal
politics and, utilizing a relational approach, constructs three different
versions of aboriginality: the nation-to-nation (at 59-62), colonial (at
62-65), and citizen-state (at 65-68) approaches. Panagos provides
readers with a clear and succinct snapshot of the different potential
political relations between Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal
peoples involved with each. Importantly, the nation-to-nation approach
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"presupposes relations that facilitate Aboriginal self-government and
self-definition" (at 62). It is this approach that Panagos contends
Aboriginal participants have consistently presented in submissions to
the Supreme Court during s. 35 litigation (at 76, 82). Conversely, the
sixth chapter provides insight into how the Supreme Court has itself
dealt with aboriginality and the notion of collective identity. Using
jurisprudential examples spanning two decades, Panagos explains
how the Court effectively rejected the nation-to-nation approach and
advanced instead the citizen-state version of aboriginality. The
citizen-state approach to aboriginality involves two constituent
elements which must be balanced against each other: attachment to
Aboriginal communities, and attachment to the Pan-Canadian political
community (at 83ff). Panagos reviews the academic commentary on
this matter and uses it to illustrate the problems with anchoring
Aboriginal rights to the citizen-state philosophy. He contends that
the Supreme Court's decision to endorse the citizen-state approach
negatively impacts those who hold different views of aboriginality,
as s. 35 fails to adequately protect their conceptions of collective
identity (at 107-108).
The final chapter in Uncertain Accommodation is also the most
impactful. Panagos challenges the Supreme Court's decision to link
s. 35 rights to the citizen-state conception of aboriginality by
highlighting the problems that accompany such an approach.
Panagos explores how the Court's interpretation of s. 35 creates a
justificatory gap by failing to address why the citizen-state version of
collective identity was endorsed. More significantly, he identifies the
consequences of such an approach and the real harm that results. The
chapter concludes with an admittedly speculative but nonetheless
thoughtful formulation of possible solutions. Panagos proposes that
if the Supreme Court continues to insist that s. 35 should be connected
with aboriginality, Aboriginal rights premised on a nation-to-nation
conception of aboriginality would be an improvement over the
current state of affairs (at 116-17). Panagos's balanced and unbiased
treatment of this idea helps convince the reader of its appropriateness.
However, the real conclusion in Uncertain Accommodation is that a
better course of action would be "an uncoupling of Aboriginal rights
from aboriginality" altogether (at 118). While UncertainAccommodation
does not provide a detailed justification or explanation for this
position, Panagos achieves his goal of providing a useful resource for
those interested in advancing such an argument in the future.
Overall, Panagos succeeds in giving the intricate and controversial
topic of aboriginality thorough treatment in a concise manner.
Uncertain Accommodation generates interesting discussion that
accommodates all readers, regardless of legal expertise. While
perhaps idealistic at times, Uncertain Accommodation adds to the
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literature by providing a balanced and sophisticated analysis of
where Canadian jurisprudence went wrong regarding the definition
of Aboriginal rights, and what can be done to improve the situation.
While useful for its criticism of the current state of affairs, the real
utility of this book is in the discussion it will create moving forward.
- Braeden Pivnick
Implied Consent and Sexual Assault: Intimate Relationships, Autonomy,
and Voice by Michael Plaxton. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University
Press, 2015. 280 pp., $34.95 pb.
A staple of the first-year law student's curriculum is sexual assault
law. Since its release, R. v. Ewanchuk ([1999] 1 SCR 330, 169 DLR (4th) 193
[Ewanchuk cited to SCR]) has been a seminal case in this area of law.
In Ewanchuk, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that implied consent
has no role in sexual assault law (at para 31). While this ruling does
not appear controversial, it did leave many unanswered questions.
Either out of genuine interest or a misplaced hope to beat the curve,
law students each year engage extensively with the reasoning of the
Supreme Court in Ewanchuk. The oft-stated hypothetical is the couple
sleeping in bed together. The husband wakes up briefly and reaches
over to kiss the wife who is fast asleep. Based on the reasoning in
Ewanchuk, the husband does not have valid consent to kiss the wife
in that situation. Is it acceptable that the criminal law produces such
an absurd result? This is the central question that Michael Plaxton
attempts to address in Implied Consent and Sexual Assault.
Plaxton argues that this absurdity can be avoided through the
doctrine of implied consent. In a carefully-structured manner, the
reader is taken through the different stages of Plaxton's argument,
beginning with why the doctrine is still needed. This is arguably one
of the bigger obstacles to Plaxton's overall argument, so the placement
of this discussion is ideal. Plaxton emphasizes the expressive function
of the criminal law (at 30-34). A law that captures conduct it should
not capture offends the basic features of our legal system (at 27, 32-33).
Discussion and placement of this issue is reflective of the general
structure of the book. It is organized in an accessible manner that
anticipates concerns and criticisms that a reader may have as they are
reading. In a consistent fashion, Plaxton makes a concerted effort to
address a range of concerns and rebuttals to his argument throughout
Implied Consent and Sexual Assualt.
After addressing preliminary concerns, Plaxton returns to
foundational principles that underpin sexual assault law in Canada
in the second chapter, arguing that sexual assault is about sexual
integrity and autonomy (at 57-59). This is critical to his central thesis
because the implied consent he argues for is advanced as a means to
enhancing sexual integrity and autonomy. The third chapter is where
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Plaxton begins to describe implied consent. According to Plaxton,
implied consent refers to situations where social norms exist that
could legitimate certain actions between parties without express
consent. The hypothetical scenario with the couple sleeping next to
each other would be an example of a situation implicating social
norms that would possibly legitimate the husband reaching over to
kiss the sleeping wife.
The fourth through seventh chapters depart from conventional
legal analysis and provide a theoretical basis to Plaxton's notion of
implied consent. For someone unfamiliar with feminist theory, these
sections can be cumbersome. Plaxton is fairly comfortable with the
literature, as evinced by seamless integration of excerpts from different
academics into his own writing. Unfortunately, this seamless
integration can be difficult to understand for readers unacquainted
with the subject, especially given the dense and academic language
that is frequently utilized by Plaxton and his sources. In any event,
the arguments are persuasively written.
The fifth chapter eases the reader into a discussion of mutuality
and the importance of context. Plaxton proposes a highly contextual
approach where the relationship between two parties is scrutinized.
Where conditions of mutuality exist, a relationship may implicate
social norms that would legitimate certain behavior in the absence of
contemporaneous consent. This idea is developed further in the sixth
chapter, where Plaxton addresses the natural critique to a contextual
examination of social norms that may arise and take shape in
relationships. Many relationships may respect traditional norms
that run counter to concepts like mutuality. In this chapter, Plaxton
sketches the boundaries to this contextual inquiry. The law should
only defer to the personal choices of individuals in relationships if
those choices are made from a foundation of autonomy and the
corresponding social norms do not result in harm to the parties.
The theory of implied consent that Plaxton proposes is highly
contextual and examines whether a relationship has mutuality,
considers the socioeconomic positions of the parties, and evaluates
their ability to influence the norms that could legitimate behavior in
the absence of contemporaneous consent. These factors, as well as
how Plaxton incorporates them into his argument, stem from the
basic harm that sexual assault laws target: the use of a person as a
means to an end rather than an end unto themselves.
Once the central thesis is established, Plaxton addresses two
arguments that incorporate legal principles interesting to legal
academics and practitioners. In the ninth chapter, Plaxton defends
his argument against criticism that the current sexual assault laws
excluding implied consent are purposefully overbroad, the purpose of
such construction being twofold: the current laws send an unequivocal
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message of condemnation of sexual assault to the public and to
women in particular. From this criticism, Plaxton transitions from his
argument-an arguably academic one-to a call for substantive legal
reform in the tenth chapter. He suggests that a legal presumption be
created wherein implied consent is presumed to be absent, with the
onus to establish its presence on the person alleging it (at 207ff).
Without accepting or rejecting Plaxton's thesis, it is obvious from
the early chapters that the book is well-written. Plaxton presents his
argument in a structured fashion that assists readers in navigating a
complex concept. While portions of the book can be difficult given
their heavy engagement with feminist theory, Plaxton successfully
treads lightly in a carefully balanced argument in spite of such
difficulty. In doing so, he provides a book accessible to readers
unfamiliar with the subject yet containing rich analysis that gives more
familiar readers plenty to ponder about sexual assault law in Canada.
- Firuz Rahimi
Free Speech: Ten Principles for a Connected World by Timothy Garton
Ash. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016. 504 pp., $30.00 hc.
In free and democratic societies across the globe, great value is
placed on the freedom to express oneself. In fact, many regard this
freedom as the most fundamental right a citizen can have, glorifying
it at as the right upon which all others depend. The freedom to
exchange ideas, express religious beliefs, and speak out against
government action is integral in enabling citizens to be active
participants in healthy and vibrant democracies.
In this increasingly electronically interconnected world, there is
more opportunity for expression than ever before. Although technology
provides immense opportunity for speech to transcend borders and
reach a vast or targeted audience relatively easily (and without much
personal risk), this opportunity is accompanied by a real threat of
harm due to seemingly unlimited access to unregulated expression
and speech.
Today, the question for politicians, policy makers, academics, and
citizens alike is this: How does one both promote and regulate free
speech in a globalized society? How can nation-states, each with their
respective jurisdiction over the regulation of speech, responsibly
work together to promote and regulate speech in the internet age?
Timothy Garton Ash seeks to address these important questions in
his timely book Free Speech: Ten Principles for a Connected World.
Given the realities of the twenty-first century, Garton Ash
proposes a framework of ten principles of free speech "norms" that
can be, and should be, universally implemented throughout the
world (at 117). Despite the ten principles being fashioned from the
modern-liberalist perspective of free speech, reflective of a Western
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approach, Garton Ash believes they are capable of transcending
borders, political differences, and language barriers, and appropriately
apply in what he often refers to as the "cosmopolis." The concept of
"cosmopolis" underlies Garton Ash's thesis of the required principles
for a connected world.
Garton Ash begins by defining and discussing the term "cosmopolis,"
explaining that thanks to the internet and new technologies, we are
effectively "electronic neighbors" living in a "global city" (at 18). The
effect of the cosmopolis, which is both geographical and virtual, makes
free speech a global concern, not solely that of Western liberal
democracies, as it has been in the past.
Having portrayed a globalized view of free speech, Garton Ash
asks the reader to consider the value that free speech brings to a
democratic society, and why we cherish the right to express ourselves
so deeply. He follows this with a discussion of how free or limited
speech should be and how limits should be imposed. In having the
reader consider the value of free speech, as well as potential limits on
speech, Garton Ash points out how the right to unlimited speech can
be at variance with other highly valued rights, such as those relating
to human dignity and equality.
Garton Ash expresses a preference for limiting free speech as
little as possible, by law or by governmental or corporate action (at
81). Throughout the book, he discusses diverse laws and Supreme
Court cases (mostly in the U.S.A.) but advocates for fewer legal
restrictions on speech, preferring the implementation of a "shared
[set of] norms and practices that enable us to make best use of this
essential freedom" (at 81). These shared norms and practices inform
the ten major principles in the second part of the book.
Garton Ash expresses his ten principles of free speech in this
interconnected world as follows: Lifeblood, Violence, Knowledge,
Journalism, Diversity, Religion, Privacy, Secrecy, Icebergs, and
Courage. Discussing each major principle in turn, and in order of
relevance, Garton Ash identifies prominent criticisms of unrestricted
free speech, focusing on hate speech, violent speech, equality rights,
religious freedom, privacy rights, and access to information. He offers
his perspective on how unrestricted free speech should be limited,
and in doing so, tactfully references real-life examples from diverse
regions of the world to illustrate how the proposed principles would
work in the cosmopolis.
Not lacking in confidence, Garton Ash proclaims his framework
of ten principles to be "as close to right" as he can get (at 117). He
does, however, challenge his "dear reader[s]" to put their ideas "on
the table" if they think they have something better to offer (at 117).
Overall, Garton Ash triggers a welcome debate in our society. The
concept of free speech and justifiable limitations on speech have been
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continuing topics of discussion in Canada and require continuing
analysis, especially considering the federal government's repeal of
s. 13 of the CanadianHuman Rights Act (RSC 1985, c H-6) in 2013. In
doing so, it abolished Canada's only civil hate speech provision
monitoring the dissemination of hate speech over the internet.
In addition to inviting discussion of his ten principles, Garton
Ash offers to facilitate a broader discussion of timely and fundamental
issues surrounding free speech around the world online at
http://www.freespeechdebate.com. The website, which he promotes
throughout the book, is available in thirteen languages, showcasing
Garton Ash's globalized approach to the topic of free speech.
Whether the reader agrees with the ten principles or the concept
of a globalized approach to free speech, Garton Ash's concepts are
worthy of consideration. Free Speech is relevant and should be of
interest to a wide readership. The right to freedom of expression is a
central principle of democratic society. Canada provides constitutional
protection for free speech under the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms (Part I of the ConstitutionAct, 1982, being Schedule B to the
CanadaAct 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11). The appropriate balance between
free speech and other competing Charterrights has been a matter of
debate for members of the legal community and the judiciary for
years and does not seem to be settled by any means. Garton Ash's Free
Speech is an integral addition to the debate and it deserves attention.
Garton Ash opens our eyes to the reality that free speech has a
global dimension that must be addressed. Free Speech challenges every
global citizen, especially those of Western democratic states, to reflect
on modern approaches to the principle of free speech. Such
approaches are needed to ensure that its value and its limits are
respected and upheld throughout the world. This is a reflection that
is of great value.
- Lauren Scharfstein
Accusation: Creating Criminals edited by George Pavlich & Matthew P.
Unger. Vancouver: UBC Press, 2016. 216 pp., $95.00 hc.
Throughout history, accusation has played a foundational role in
the operation and development of criminal justice systems and laws.
Today, accusation continues to influence not only the development
of the law, but also the ways individuals develop and associate
themselves within criminal justice systems. In Accusation: Creating
Criminals, George Pavlich and Matthew P. Unger bring together a
diverse collection of essays which explore the role of accusation in
the development of individual identities and in the classification of
individuals as subjects of the criminal justice system.
Each essay in Accusation draws upon an entanglement of history,
philosophy, and ideology to show the ways that " [i] deas and rituals
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of accusation have, over millennia, recognized, identified, and
defined subjects, especially in relation to criminal law" (at 3). The
contributors each bring their own unique perspectives to the analysis
of the role of accusation in society, showing the recurring part
accusation has played in the development of modern criminal laws
and systems. Throughout each essay it becomes clear that accusation
forms the foundation of criminal law, controlling which subjects
enter the system, how they enter the system, and how this entry
changes the subject's interactions with others and with the law itself.
The first two essays focus on the historical apparatuses through
which accusations arise and the changing nature and rhetoric of
these accusations. These essays draw upon one another to illustrate
the classical operation and grammar of accusation and how subjects
of accusation can deny and change this grammar. In "Apparatuses of
Criminal Accusation" (at 21), George Pavlich explores the development
of accusation through sovereignty, modernity, and biopolitical logics.
According to Pavlich, accusation serves as the gatekeeper to criminal
justice apparatuses. Historically, the private accuser monitored entry
into the justice system by bringing an accusation and proving it.
However, Pavlich identifies the introduction of criminal justice
agencies and modern science in pursuing and identifying those
suited to criminal behaviour; those suited to accusation. In
"Declining Accusation" (at 44), Mark Antaki builds on Pavlich's work
to explore how one can seek to deny and change the nature of
accusation. Of interest is Antaki's connection of language and
grammar to the role of accusation. Antaki draws upon the work of
Sdkdj Henderson, who relates the over-incarceration of Indigenous
peoples to a sort of cognitive imprisonment resulting from the loss
of their language (at 63). In this way, Antaki argues that law and
language are intertwined. To change accusation, the grammar and
language of accusation must also change.
The third and fourth essays move away from the rhetoric of
accusation and use historical accounts to illustrate the function of
accusation in colonial societies. In "Criminal Accusation as Colonial
Rule: The Case of Gurdit Singh (1859-1954)" (at 73), Renisa Mawani
examines accusation in colonial India through the account of the
fugitive Gurdit Singh. Singh, famous for his charter of the S.S. Komagata
Maru from Hong Kong to Vancouver, played an indispensable role in
illuminating a new perspective on British colonial law and justice (at
74-75). Using Singh, Mawani illustrates how accusation identifies
subjects, dependent not only on the mutability of the law but the
surrounding social and cultural conditions existing at the time. From
this, Accusation moves into the emergence of colonial codification in
Keally McBride's "Codification and the Colonies: Who's Accusing
Whom?" (at 100). McBride draws upon the life of James Fitzjames
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Stephen, an English lawyer who played a prominent role in the
development of legal codes as tools of accusation. She looks to the
Morant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica, which prompted Stephen to push
for codification in British colonies, to show the way that codification
changed colonial power. Highlighted was the need for the British to
visibly commit to the rule of law, as well as the failure of codification
in eliminating the cycle of criminal accusation, especially between the
colonizers and the colonized. Both McBride and Mawani successfully
show how accusation served as a tool of colonial influence and
power.
The final essays in Accusation inquire into the ethical, moral, and
ideological roles of accusation in society. In "Guilty Without
Accusation: Legal Passions and the Misinterpellation of Subjects
in Althusser and Kafka" (at 131), James Martel examines criminal
accusation through the lens of Franz Kafka's 1927 unfinished novel
Amerika. In doing so, Martel introduces the use of Louis Althusser's
concept of interpellation and repressive and ideological state
apparatuses to argue that the law is in a continuous state of mistake.
To Martel, individuals succumb to the law and its state of allknowingness, resulting in potentially unfettered wrongful accusation.
In this way, individuals are inherently guilty, waiting to be accused.
However, Martel argues that individuals can resist interpellation, and
therefore reject accusation. Through rejection, the process of accusation
can move away from predetermined actions of guilt to contextual
decisions of right or wrong made by the community.
Instead of focusing on the ideological nature of accusation,
Jennifer L. Culbert looks at the interrelation between criminality,
accusation, and crisis in "Accusation in the Absence of Crisis: The
Banality of Evil, Responsibility, and the Tragedy of Adjudication" (at
152). Culbert uses the tragic 2014 shooting of an individual on a
Baltimore bus and a story by Maggie Haberman of The New York Times
to show how the ordinariness of certain crimes impacts accusation.
She explores how accusation that arises outside of the context of a
calamity often falls below the radar of criminal accusation, focusing not
on the "who" of accusation but the "what." Following this, Matthew
P. Unger closes the book with his essay "The Forgetfulness of Accusation"
(at 173). Unger relies upon Albert Camus's 1956 novel The Fall and its
protagonist, Jean-Baptiste Clemence, to illustrate the ethical choices
faced by Clemence in his accusatory experience. Once accused, an
individual faces two choices, to "forget" their ethical and social
responsibility, or to engage in a form of self-accusation. When faced
with an accusation, the process of self-accusation allows the subject
to accept their basic social responsibility. While the subject will often
choose to forget this, for Unger, the process of self-accusation is
essential to the reframing of criminal accusation.
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Throughout Accusation, the reader is challenged to re-evaluate
their understanding of the role of accusation in criminal law and
society. Accusation acts as a gatekeeper, determining admittance to
the criminal justice system, structuring criminal justice processes,
and even influencing the development of individual identities. It acts
as the first point of contact between individuals and the criminal
justice apparatuses that determine their fates. With numerous
challenges plaguing the modern criminal justice system, it is important
to understand where these challenges originate. Accusation provides a
philosophical and ideological understanding of the role of accusation
in the origin and structuring of modern systems that would be of
interest to a variety of criminal justice scholars. Through this deeper
understanding, Accusation invites the development of a new
approach to criminal justice and the reframing of accusation to
address the way subjects enter and interact with these modern systems.
- Meagan Ward
The Honour and Dishonourof the Crown: Making Sense ofAboriginal Law
in Canada by Jamie D. Dickson. Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 2015.
159 pp., $35.00 pb.
In The Honour and Dishonour of the Crown: Making Sense of
Aboriginal Law in Canada, Jamie Dickson discusses an evolution that
has occurred in Canadian Aboriginal law. The Supreme Court of
Canada has historically characterized Crown obligations owed to
Aboriginal communities as fiduciary in nature; Dickson labels this
the "Crown as fiduciary" principle. Dickson asserts that the "honour
of the Crown" principle has now largely replaced the Crown as
fiduciary principle as the core precept of Canadian Aboriginal law.
Dickson is a practicing lawyer, currently in charge of legal affairs
at Des Nedhe Development, an economic development organization
associated with English River First Nation in Saskatchewan. He has
practiced Aboriginal law in a variety of capacities and holds an LLM
from the University of Saskatchewan. His master's thesis, supervised
by respected legal scholar Dwight Newman and titled "The Honour
of the Crown: Making Sense of Crown Liability Doctrine in
Crown/Aboriginal Law in Canada," formed the basis of Making Sense.
In Making Sense, Dickson draws on historical jurisprudence to
suggest a particular way that the nature of Aboriginal and treaty rights
has been gradually developing since 1982, beginning principally with
Guerin v. The Queen ([1984] 2 SCR 335, 13 DLR (4th) 321 [Guerin]).
Guerin and later decisions, primarily R. v. Sparrow ([1990] 1 SCR 1075,
70 DLR (4th) 385) and Delgamuukw v. British Columbia ([1997] 3 SCR
1010, 153 DLR (4th) 193), set out a new "general guiding principle"
for Canadian Aboriginal law: the notion that the Crown always acts
in a fiduciary capacity in its relationships with Aboriginal peoples (at
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13). Dickson characterizes this generalized "nonconventional fiduciary
duty," a concept distinct from conventional legal fiduciary duties, as
a judicial "experiment" that was "literally unprecedented" (at 15-16).
Dickson traces historical jurisprudence following these decisions
and suggests the Crown as fiduciary concept began to fall out of
vogue with various Supreme Court pronouncements in the late
1990s and early 2000s. It was then "effectively eclipsed" in Haida
Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004 SCC 73, [2004] 3
SCR 511 [Haida]), when the Court directed Crown obligations to be
sourced directly from the newly developing principle of the honour
of the Crown, rather than a nonconventional fiduciary principle (at
10). Although the Court did not expressly state that the honour of
the Crown principle had replaced its predecessor, Dickson argues it
effectively elevated the honour of the Crown to its current status: the
central organizing principle of Canadian Aboriginal law.
The jurisprudential history established, Dickson proceeds with
three endeavors. First, he surveys the fundamentals of conventional
Canadian fiduciary law and examines the Supreme Court's
nonconventional application of fiduciary concepts in the context
of Crown/Aboriginal relations. In so doing, he pointedly criticizes the
Crown as fiduciary principle. Applying legal philosopher Ronald
Dworkin's concept of judicial mistake, Dickson contends the
nonconventional application of fiduciary concepts in this context
was both a technical and subjective mistake by the Supreme Court.
He argues it was a technical mistake in that it was based on a
misunderstanding of the fundamentals of fiduciary law, which has
led only to contradiction and confusion. It was a subjective mistake
in that it centred Aboriginal law on a legal framework, the fiduciary
relationship, which apparently legitimizes and reinforces reprehensible
historic paternalistic attitudes toward Aboriginal peoples.
Second, noting that "lower courts have been at substantial pains
to properly conceptualize" the principle, Dickson discusses the honour
of the Crown in detail (at 44). Dickson canvasses jurisprudence and
discusses many characteristics courts have given the principle: it
sources back to the Royal Proclamationof 1763 (George R, 7 October
1763 (3 Geo III), reprinted in RSC 1985, App II, No 1), it applies in
the context of both modern and historic treaties, and it cannot be
contracted out of. Importantly, although the principle requires the
Crown to always act honourably in its dealings with Aboriginal
peoples, it is not itself actionable. It instead operates to give rise to
specific offshoot rights and other corresponding actionable Crown
obligations. These include the duty to consult/accommodate and the
duty to purposively and diligently fulfill constitutional obligations.
To further explain how the honour of the Crown operates in practice
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and jurisprudence, Dickson likens it to Lord Atkin's neighbour
principle from Donoghue v. Stevenson ([1932] AC 562 (HL)). The
neighbour principle-in Dickson's words, that one is to love his or
her neighbour-is not a cause of action in its own right, but it does
inform specific legal duties, such as the duty not to act negligently.
Dickson helpfully illustrates the relationship between the honour of
the Crown principle and its enforceable offshoot duties through a
graphic he developed.
Third, Dickson calls on the Supreme Court to expressly and
completely remove the Crown as fiduciary principle from Canadian
Aboriginal law. Although the honour of the Crown has effectively
been the core precept of Canadian Aboriginal law since Haida, the
Supreme Court has never explicitly and entirely discarded the
nonconventional fiduciary concept. Dickson argues that, when
combined with the Supreme Court's "residual habit of making vague
reference to ostensible Crown/Aboriginal fiduciary obligations," this
inaction has created a legal landscape plagued by confusion and
uncertainty (at 11). The confusion about the nature and applicability
of the residual Crown as fiduciary principle has led to disorder and
contradiction in lower court decisions. Dickson contends "the new
Crown honour-based framework promises what the old Crown as
fiduciary framework failed to deliver, which is a functional and
coherent legal framework for the regulation of Crown misconduct in
relation to Aboriginal and treaty rights" (at 137). He calls on the
Supreme Court to provide the doctrinal clarity and functionality this
area of law desperately needs (at 137).
Dickson states that Making Sense was inspired by "the prevailing
confusion in the lower courts and the lack of applicable academic
commentary" concerning the relationship between the Crown as
fiduciary principle and the honour of the Crown principle (at 26).
Dickson deftly addresses these concerns by carefully showing how the
honour of the Crown has effectively replaced the Crown as fiduciary
principle in Aboriginal law jurisprudence. His arguments about why
the Supreme Court's nonconventional application of fiduciary concepts
in Crown/Aboriginal jurisprudence was fundamentally flawed and
why the Supreme Court should further remove those concepts from
Canadian Aboriginal law are convincing. His thorough discussion of
the current state of the honour of the Crown principle and the
important role it may play in the future is compelling. This book
will be of particular interest to legal scholars, the judiciary, legal
professionals, and legal students with free time. Although the book's
subtitle is "Making Sense of Aboriginal Law in Canada," Making Sense
would be disappointing to those expecting a simplistic and overtly
practical discussion of Aboriginal legal concepts such as treaty
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interpretation, Aboriginal rights and title, and the duty to consult.
While it is fundamentally conceptual and academic in purpose, it is
nonetheless an important contribution to legal scholarship in this
area.
- Noah Wernikowski
The Intellectual Property-Regulatory Complex: Overcoming Barriers to
Innovation in Agricultural Genomics edited by Emily Marden, R. Nelson
Godfrey & Rachael Manion. Vancouver: UBC Press, 2016. 255 pp.,
$65.00 hc.
An estimated one billion people go to bed hungry-98 per cent of
them in the developing world (at Foreword, x). These truths beg the
question posed by Hannes Dempewolf: "How can we ensure maximum
benefit to people in the developing world while simultaneously
securing much-needed revenue from newly developed materials?" (at
Foreword, xi).
The Intellectual Property-Regulatory Complex ("the Complex")
refers to the sum-total of domestic and international intellectual
property and biosafety regimes pertaining to agricultural genomics,
which operate independently of, and more often than not, in tension
with one another. Intellectual Property ("IP") regimes protect the
commercialization of innovation, and regulatory regimes protect
public safety. Innovators, like Monsanto, gain from these regimes in
a proprietary fashion, and the public benefits from their innovations.
Innovation, which once occurred almost exclusively in the public
sphere, has been taken up and is now pursued by private companies.
However, private firms derive the most gain from innovating in areas
that benefit large and profitable markets. The shift from primarily
public innovation to shared public-private innovation has resulted in
a real risk of plant genomic innovation becoming of no use to
undeveloped regions of the world. Developments in plant genomics
emphasize the significance of the Complex to all stakeholders in an
increasingly globalized world.
This collection of essays is neatly separated into three parts.
Each chapter is written by a different author with expertise in their
own field. Together, the chapters paint a comprehensive picture of
the IP-regulatory landscape: its virtues, problems, and potential
solutions. Part 1, "Perspectives on Regulatory Regimes," examines
the intersection of IP and regulatory regimes and the challenges
they pose. Part 2, "Intellectual Property Mechanisms and CounterMovements," analyzes the commercial perspective of IP protection
and opposing counter-movements. Part 3, "Future Directions," outlines
some refreshing ways to overcome the barriers of the Complex.
In Canada, the Complex is primarily composed of Canadian
patent protection (dealing with IP) and the Canadian Food
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Inspection Agency (a regulatory body). The first chapter of the book
illustrates the difficulties in navigating through regimes that were not
created to work in conjunction with one another. The effect of IP and
regulatory regimes on innovation has been considered separately, but
less consideration has been given to their effect on innovation in
tandem. Novel viewpoints, however, are not confined to the first
chapter; the entire volume provides new discussion on old topics in
a balanced fashion.
In the second chapter, Sarah Hartley discusses how social and
ethical concerns are formally isolated from the regulatory process.
Canada's regulatory system favours facts over values, as does science
generally. In this way, objective science has a monopoly on the truth
(at 58). But Hartley suggests that as facts and values diverge, it can be
useful for policy decisions (regulatory decisions) to be informed by
social and ethical concerns.
Hartley's discussion leads nicely into the third chapter's
examination of what is socially beneficial, and how the Complex
affects stakeholders. There are "two major commercial uses of crop
genetic engineering that have been introduced in agriculture:
herbicide tolerance and insect resistance" (at 71). As a result, there
has been widespread skepticism, even opposition, to the use of genetic
engineering, stemming from the belief that this technology enriches
oligopolistic corporations. Gregory Graff and David Zilberman point
out, however, that consumers benefit most from the adoption of
genetically engineered corn, while industry benefits the least (at 72).
A story-like account of Monsanto's stumbling foray into the
Indian cotton industry and the extreme opposition that stood against
its entry is given in the fourth chapter. Ronald J. Herring provides
an account of the fact versus fiction dynamic that existed between
many cotton growers in India and their belief that Monsanto was
introducing "terminator seeds" into the market. This situation is
contrasted with the actions of farmers in Brazil who have resorted to
buying "stealth seeds" (engineered seeds not regulated by the state)
because of a lack of government approval of genetically modified
seeds. One scientist's account of the Brazilian farmers' impressions of
beneficial but inaccessible engineered seeds is telling. According to
the scientist, " [t]hey [the farmers] say it is like planting gold" (at 121).
The abbreviation-laden fifth chapter leads Part 2 of the volume,
where Chidi Oguamanam maps the interplay of many regulatory
regimes and the extent of their ability to provide socially beneficial
outcomes for agricultural genomics. The sixth chapter provides a
compelling example of how IP protection is not the be-all and endall when it comes to agricultural genomics. Monsanto's business model
has enabled it to succeed where consumers are well-versed and the
Complex is strong. However, that model fails in countries where the
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Complex is weak and local people play a greater role. Monsanto,
because of its notoriety, is cast throughout the volume in the role of
industry. The authors, however, do not demonize or defend Monsanto.
This is representative of the volume's willingness to objectively probe
the issues at play, identifying actual problems and proposing actual
solutions.
Part 3 ends the collection with insightful solutions to the
problems posed by the Complex. Regiane Garcia offers a broader
solution than those presented in previous chapters. Garcia proposes a
change in the agricultural genomics industry as a whole, primarily by
creating a "new governance structure" that includes non-state actors
in policy making. In the final chapter, Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss
applies a framework developed with Graeme Dinwoodie in a recent
co-authored work. Their book takes a holistic view of IP law and
identifies core principles that appear repeatedly. Dreyfuss takes this
broader work and applies it to agricultural innovation in the eighth
chapter.
The essays contained in this volume are best read together; as a
collection they paint a full picture of the Complex as it relates to
agricultural innovation. Even so, each part and chapter can stand
alone. The collection achieves the goal of a focused discussion, but
one that is appealing to a broad readership. Researchers, farmers,
academics, innovators, or any socially conscious person will benefit
from some part of the collection: agronomic innovations affect
everyone. In the absence of an aversion to acronyms or abbreviations,
this book is sure to please.
- Carson Wetter

